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Application of Burn’s wean assessment program on the 
duration of mechanical ventilation among patients in 
intensive care units: A clinical trial
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AbstrAct
Background: Weaning decision for the patients on a mechanical ventilation (MV) device is often made based on personal 
judgments and experiences, which results in longer MV length of stay and higher costs. Therefore, the present study aimed 
to the effect of application of Burn’s wean assessment program on MV length of stay among the patients hospitalized in 
intensive care units (ICUs).
Materials and Methods: This is a clinical trial in which 50 patients connected to mechanical ventilators for more than 48 h were 
selected through convenient sampling and were randomly divided into two groups of 25 subjects. Burn’s wean assessment 
program was employed in study group, while weaning was assessed by a physician in control group. The findings were analyzed 
by descriptive (frequency distribution, mean and SD) and inferential (independent t-test, Chi-square, Fisher’s exact test, and 
Mann Whitney) statistical tests.
Results: The findings showed that length of MV was 134.2 (20.5) h which was significantly less than the control (P = 0.03).
Conclusion: The results showed that application of Burn’s wean assessment by the nurses to assess patients’ readiness 
for weaning from the ventilator is a safe method in day time and shortens the length of MV in ICUs compared to the routine 
methods.
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and electrolytes condition as well as psychological status.[5] 
Long lasting MV can enhance health care costs.[3]

Since patients’ weaning from MV is an important stage 
in treatment in ICU, patients’ readiness to be weaned 
from MV, and management of the weaning process is 
very crucial.[1] Since MV leads to numerous complications 
and inappropriate weaning of the patients from ventilator 
resulting in respiratory distress, the patients should be 
separated from assisted ventilation as soon as they are able 
to have spontaneous respiration.[6,7]

Experienced nurses are the key elements in ICUs who are 
decisive in emergency cases and constant to administrate 
various nursing processes.[8] One of the important roles, of 
nurses in ICUs is to diagnose patients’ readiness for weaning 
as the initial step of patients’ weaning from MV.[9]

A study has shown that decision making for patients’ 
weaning from MV is often based on mental judgments 
and personal experience which leads to longer length of 
stay on MV and higher patients’ costs.[1] Researchers have 
shown that clinical decision making to wean the patients 
from MV in ICUs is often based on physician’s experience 
or judgment, and assessment of some parameters which 
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IntroductIon

Mechanical ventilation (MV) is one of the most 
routine prescribed medical treatments in intensive 
care units (ICUs).[1] This is an integrated part of 

a treatment in ICU which most of the critical patients or 
those with complications need.[2] MV is needed in 90% 
of the adult critical patients in ICUs.[3] Ventilator as an 
oxygenation and ventilation support in patients who cannot 
have natural respiration due to any reasons has saved 
patients’ live.[4] It should be noticed that each phenomenon 
may have disadvantages despite its numerous advantages. 
MV can have negative effects on patients’ cardiovascular 
respiratory, digestive, and musculoskeletal systems, fluid 
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put the patients in danger of device dependency, longer 
ventilation, and higher costs. Former studies have also 
shown that nurses can efficiently prepare the patients for 
weaning from MV device in a safe way and through use of 
weaning protocols and tools.[1,7]

There are various tools to measure patients’ readiness to be 
separated from MV device. These tools evaluate patients’ 
readiness for weaning and are reported to cause patients’ 
on time weaning from MV device.[10] The studies conducted 
in Iran have shown that in most of the ICUs, patients’ 
weaning from MV device is either based on personal 
experience and assessment of some parameters or just 
a physician’s order so that no specific tool or protocol is 
used to assess patients’ readiness for weaning.[5,11] One of 
the tools used for assessing patients’ readiness for weaning 
is Burn’s[1] wean assessment.[12] This tool systematically 
and holistic assesses patients’ weaning from MV device. 
This tool is user friendly and its parameters are assessed 
in 10 min.[13,14] In Burn’s study, the efficiency of this tool 
in ICU has been investigated for 5 years and it was shown 
that its application has resulted in successful weaning of the 
patients in 88% of the patients with MV for more than 72 
h.[15] Epstein and peerless showed that MV length of stay 
by Burn’s wean assessment tool significantly decreased 
in study group.[16] Since the last stage before patients’ 
weaning from MV is very important and necessitates 24 
h patients’ supervision, the nurses are the only persons 
spending most of the time with the patients who can assess 
them and report to other members of treatment team.[14] 
With regard to the importance of numerous advantages of 
ICU scoring systems in developed countries, many studies 
have been conducted on these systems and have led to 
their practical application.

Since related conducted researches in Iran are very few,[5,11] 
and there is no specific protocol to assess patients’ readiness 
for weaning from MV leading to weaning failure, higher 
MV length, patients’ longer stay in ICU, more ICU beds 
occupation, and longer wait time of critical patients to be 
admitted in ICUs.[11] The researcher conducted a research 
in order to suggest a helpful strategy for nurses’ interaction 
in weaning process, and to lower possible complications of 
MV in ICUs.

MAterIAls And Methods

This is a clinical trial conducted on 50 patients connected 
to MV for more than 48 h who had referred to Alzahra 
hospital affiliated to Isfahan University of Medical Sciences 
in 2011. The subjects were selected by convenient sampling 
from July to Nov 2011 and then were randomly divided 
into study and control groups by selective method through 
minimization software.[17] After getting permission from 

the head of Alzahra hospital and head nurses of ICUs, 
informed consent form was filled by the patients or their 
family members who had been already explained about 
inclusion criteria.

The data were collected by (1) a questionnaire on 
demographic characteristics, and patients’ clinical condition 
and MV, and (2) Burn’s wean assessment program. The 
latter checklist, suggested by Burn et al. in 1990, includes 
26 items of which 12 are for general measurement and 14 
for patients’ respiratory function. The questions are in Likert 
scale with triple options. Its total score is 26, and when the 
patients are scored over 17, they are ready for weaning 
so that the process of weaning can start.[18] Burn’s wean 
assessment program is a checklist employed in numerous 
studies.[14,16,18]

In the present study, content validity was confirmed by four 
ICU head nurses and two anesthesiologists for its validity. 
Its reliability was confirmed by alpha Crobach of 85%. In 
another study, its reliability had been reported 92%.[14]

The patients on MV for more than 48 h, with no history 
of chronic respiratory, cardiovascular, and mental diseases 
who had either voluntarily liked or whose family members 
liked them to attend the study joined the research. Exclusion 
criteria were patients’ death, a surgery, transfer to other wards 
and spontaneous removal of tracheal tube during the study. 
Burn’s wean assessment parameters were assessed by the 
researcher and trained nurses in all three working shifts in 
the study group. Whenever, the patients had scored over 17, 
the attending anesthesiologist would be informed about their 
weaning readiness and weaning would run. In control group, 
based on routine care program of ICU, the physician would 
assess patients’ readiness for weaning. At the end, the length 
of MV was calculated and compared in both groups.

The data were analyzed by descriptive and inferential 
statistical tests through SPSS ver 17. Independent t‑test, 
Chi‑square, Fisher’s exact test, and Mann Whitney test 
were employed to compare demographic variables and 
the studied factors.

results

The findings showed that both groups were identical 
concerning demographic characteristics [Table 1], cause 
of hospitalization, mode of MV and GCS [Table 2], and 
there was no significant difference between the groups. 
Independent t‑test showed that mean length of MV was 
134.2 (20.5) h in study group, which was significantly lower 
than control 263.2 (55.1) h, (P = 0.03).
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dIscussIon

Since the process of patients’ weaning from MV device takes 
56‑92% of total MV length, assessing the patients’ readiness 
and management of weaning process seem important.[1]

The obtained results showed that patients’ assessment for 
weaning by a nurse and through Burn’s tool significantly 
lowered length of MV in patients undergoing MV for 
more than 48 h. Burn in his study in 2010 also showed 
that holistic of the patient by nurses through Burn’s wean 
assessment program significantly diminished the length of 
MV. He also indicated that 88% of the patients who were 
on MV for more than 48 h were successfully weaned.[15] 
Tonnelier assessed that the effects of nursing strategies in 
direct participation for patients’ weaning from MV device 
were positive and reported that a nurse can conduct 
weaning assessment leading to shorter hospitalization 
and on time weaning from MV device.[7] In another 
study, on 300 hospitalized patients in ICU, parameters 
of patients’ weaning from the ventilator were assessed in 
day time by nurses and it was shown that patients’ need 
to be in ventilator as well as their hospitalization time had 
decreased.[19] Dobuse showed that use of a daily checklist in 
assessing traumatized patients’ progress ICU wards lowers 
patients’ hospitalization in ICU.[20] Chaiwat’s study on 100 
surgical patients needing MV for more than 24 h showed 
that assessing patients’ readiness for weaning by nurses 
speeds up patients’ weaning from MV.[1]

There are controversial results in conducted studies. 
Krishnan in a study on strategies of patients’ weaning from 
MV, conducted based on protocol, showed no significant 
difference between two groups concerning successful 
weaning from the MV device, length of stay on MV, length 
of hospitalization, and level of reconnection to the device. 

They concluded that no protocol may be needed in ICUs 
where a specific physician exists.[21] Randolph in a study 
on 182 patients on MV for more than 24 h reported that 
patients’ wean assessment by nurses had not lowered the 
length of stay on MV device, and there was no significant 
difference in study and control groups.[22] Namen studied 
100 neurosurgery patients on MV and showed that 
measurement of weaning parameters by nurses during the 
working day had not diminished length of stay on MV; there 
was no difference in length of stay on MV in both groups.[23]

The reason for existing controversy can be due to patients’ 
clinical condition, and type and times of patients’ assessment 
during the day. The limitations in the present study were 
inadequate accessible subjects, long time needed for 
sampling and subjects’ drop due to high mortality in ICUs.

conclusIon

The results showed that assessment of patients’ wean from 
MV device by nurses through Burn’s wean assessment 
program lowers length of stay on MV resulting in shorter 
hospitalization in ICU and giving chance to the patients in 
immediate need for these wards.
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